
ECE 120 Midterm 3  
Review



Topic Overview

● Finite State Machine

○ Analysis

○ FSM Design

○ Counter Design

● Memory

○ Flip Flops

○ RAM

○ Tri-State Buffer



Serialized Design:

Similar to Bit Slice Design, just change the way the output and 
input are delivered (store output to flip-flops), and you need 1 
flip-flop per carry-bit.



FSM



FSM Knowledge

Three main components of FSM’s:

- Next State Logic

- Current State

- Output Logic

How many bits are needed to represent N states in a standard FSM?



FSM Knowledge

Three main components of FSM’s:

- Next State Logic

- Current State

- Output Logic

How many bits are needed to represent N states in a standard FSM?  
Requires log2(N) bits to represent each state (ceiling / round up)







FSM Design

1. List all inputs to your FSM
2. LIst all outputs to your FSM
3. Draw the Moore FSM state diagram to control the shift register. Clearly mark state  

names, state outputs, and state transitions. Your design should use as few states  as 
possible in order to receive full credit.



Optimized Boolean Expression

When you’re trying to find the boolean expression for the outputs for an FSM or  
output logic,
Consider:

- Both POS and SOP form

- Try to see which of these expression minimizes the total number of  gates/area

- Check HW and the solutions if you need to review this

- HW 8 and 9!



Memory



Memory

Memory is an important concept in computing. Memory is the ability to store a  value.

Memory has 3 basic parts to describe its structure:
Address: A unique identifier associated with each memory location.  Addressability: 

Number of bits in each location.

Address Space: The total number of uniquely identifiable memory locations.  Notes: 

1MB = 2^20, 1KB = 2^10









Fall 2013  
Problem 3



ECE 190: Problem 3 Memory

Individual Memory Cell



LC3
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SPRING 2013 PROBLEM 7

Name all components of the Von Neumann architecture and briefly describe  their 
function (101)

a. Memory - stores data and program

b. Processing Unit - performs the data processing

c. Input - means to enter data and program

d. Output - means to extract results

e. Control Unit - controls the order of instruction execution
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SPRING 2013 PROBLEM 7
List all phases of the Von Neumann Instruction cycle (106)

a. Fetch - obtain next instruction from memory, store it in IR

b. Decode - instruction stored in IR is looked at to decide what part of the  
microarchitecture needs to be used in the execution of the instruction

c. Evaluate Address - computes address of the memory location that is  needed 
to process the instruction

d. Fetch Operands - loading values from register file, or loading operands  from 
memory (depends on instruction)

e. Execute - Instruction carried out        f. Store Result - Save into Memory
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SPRING 2013 PROBLEM 7

Describe the purpose of the following registers in the Von Neumann  Architecture:

a. PC - keeps track where the program is in memory (updated in fetch)

b. IR - holds the current instruction being executed

c. MDR - acts like a buffer when we read/write from/to memory

d. MAR - holds the address that you are accessing in memory

e. General-purpose register file - R0-R7



Von Neumann  
Architecture
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Extra

Synchronization Problem



Synchronization  
Solution


